
1
We want the columns in the edit item screen reordered.   An example of possible changes is attached 

as an example.  And, we want to be able to sort and highlight the columns. We would also like these 

changes applied to batch edit modification screen and periodicals edit screen.

2
When doing authority linking in the bib record, we would like authority search results listed with the 

authority record with the most bibs attached listed first.  

3
Currently, during the withdrawing process, when you confirm deleted items on the view item delete 

list, Koha “chokes” and gives you an error message.  Fix this function so everything is withdrawn 

when confirmed button is selected.

4
We need to be able to merge bib records, including moving items and holds from one bib record to 

another.  

5
We want series information to display on the initial search results screen.  We also want sort by tool to 

include sorting by series name and series number.  

6
Receipts: Have printed receipts listed by due date - Items should be in order by due date on the 

details screen; Be able to print receipts from the details screen; Print receipts for renewed items as an 

addition to the quick slip.

7
When registering new patrons only display patron categories for issuing  library.  i.e. if you are logged 

on as Lincoln, you should only see Lincoln patron categories.

8
Item status: Other Item status (lower case k on item record) should be removed at checkout; 

Damaged status cleared at check-out; Items currently checked out should not be allowed to be 

withdrawn or put on display

9
On check in screen, when item is to be transferred to another branch, have the button for yes, be a 

hot button (default to yes) so you don’t have to mouse over yes and click each time.

10
In staff client, each library group would like to see only their patrons and items, similar to the OPAC.   

We know there would have to be an exception for cataloging, periodicals and acquisitions.

11
When a charge is waived on the patron payment screen, provide a  space for giving a reason for the 

waiver.

12
On details screen, on the items checked out tab – number checked out items and show a total 

number of items checked out.

13 Add date due to email checkout notifications.

14

Expired/Cancelled holds: Include current status of items on the expired and cancelled hold reports.  

Currently, an item can appear on these reports as a waiting or cancelled item, but actually may be 

checked out to a patron or is in transit and is not on the holds shelf; In the staff client, when an item 

on hold is cancelled or expires, the status should stay on hold instead of automatically changing to 

available until cleared through check-in by a staff member.   We requested this development in the 

OPAC (see PK-3 and PK-5).  We want the same thing in the staff client; Do not include holds that 

have been cancelled before they are filled on the cancelled holds report.

15 Availability should not include in-transit items.

16 The call number of an item should be included when a list is created in the OPAC or in the staff client.
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